Enrollment Update: As of 5-27-11 at 1:00 (EDT)

**WebDCU™**

Many WebDCU users have access to data at all spokes within their hub but may only be listed as a study team member at a subset of these spokes. Therefore, we are in the process of synchronizing user permissions with the information entered into the [Project Spoke Team Member] table for the POINT and ProTECT studies. If there is someone listed in the [Project Spoke Team Member] table who requires access to spoke data beyond what is included in the table, please let us know so that we can update their permissions accordingly. Please note that regardless of the information listed in the [Project Spoke Team Member] table, Hub Study Coordinators will maintain their permissions for all spokes within their hub.

-Aaron Perlmutter (perlmutt@musc.edu)

**ALIAS**

In anticipation of the re-supply of ALIAS kits and during the transition to new lot numbers, please contact your pharmacy to ensure that all expired ALIAS 2 kits have been destroyed per institutional guidelines. Double-check that the current ‘Use Next’ sticker on the next kit in the pharmacy matches the next kit shown in ALIAS 2 WebDCU.

-Sam Mawocha (smawocha@umich.edu)

**POINT**

**Amendment 3 Release**

As a friendly reminder, please be sure to submit the POINT amendment to your IRB within two weeks from the May 26, 2011 release date. The supporting documents can be found on the NETT website at [https://sitemaker.umich.edu/nett/point_resources_and_training](https://sitemaker.umich.edu/nett/point_resources_and_training).

-Tess Bonham (tbonham@umich.edu)